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Concerns have been raised that posterior probabilities on phylogenetic trees can be unreliable when the true tree is unresolved or has very short internal branches, because existing methods for Bayesian phylogenetic analysis do not explicitly evaluate unresolved trees. Two recent papers have proposed that evaluating only resolved trees results in a “star tree paradox”; when the true tree is unresolved or close to it, posterior probabilities were predicted to become increasingly unpredictable as sequence length grows, resulting in inflated confidence in one resolved tree or another and an increasing risk of false-positive inferences. Here we show that this is not the case; existing Bayesian methods do not lead to an inflation of statistical confidence, provided the evolutionary model is correct and uninformative priors are assumed. Posterior probabilities do not become increasingly unpredictable with increasing sequence length, and they exhibit conservative type I error rates, leading to a low rate of false-positive inferences. With infinite data, posterior probabilities give equal support for all resolved trees, and the rate of false inferences falls to zero. We conclude that there is no star tree paradox caused by not sampling unresolved trees.

Accurately characterizing statistical confidence in phylogenetic hypotheses is an important and long-standing challenge. Bayesian phylogenetics expresses confidence in terms of posterior probability—the probability that a tree or clade is true given the data, an evolutionary model, and prior probability distributions over model parameters (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). There is growing concern that inferred posterior probabilities may be generally “overcredible” in a frequentist sense, leading to inflated confidence in uncertain relationships and a high rate of incorrect inferences, especially when the true tree has zero or near-zero length internal branches (Suzuki et al. 2002; Cummings et al. 2003; Lewis et al. 2005 [LHH]; Yang and Rannala 2005 [YR]).

Most software for Bayesian phylogenetic inference uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques that sample only resolved trees; unresolved patristics are approached by examining very short internal branch lengths (typically 10^−6 substitutions/site), but the remaining “hole” in parameter space is not sampled. LHH suggested that when the true tree is unresolved, not sampling unresolved trees causes “disturbingly high” posterior probabilities to be inferred for one or another arbitrarily resolved tree, and this problem gets worse as sequence length increases: “For large data sets, the phylogenetic uncertainty generated by the true polytomy manifests itself as unpredictability in the level of estimated posterior support for arbitrary resolutions of the polytomies, not as increased homogeneity of support for all possible resolutions.” This conclusion was based on a series of simulations using a 4-taxon star tree with equal terminal branch lengths: when replicate sequences of length \( N = 1 \) were analyzed, equal posterior probability was always inferred for each possible resolved tree, but when longer sequences \( (N = 100,000) \) were analyzed, some replicates produced high support for 1 of the 3 resolved trees. YR examined additional sequence lengths and also found that very short sequences \( (N = 20) \) always produced roughly equal support for each resolved tree, but longer sequences \( (N = 200 \text{ and } N = 1,000) \) occasionally yielded high support for 1 of the 3 topologies. Both LHH and YR sketched theoretical arguments predicting that “posterior probabilities of particular resolutions of polytomous tree topologies will become more unpredictable with increasing sequence length” (Lewis et al. 2005) and become completely unpredictable as \( N \) approaches infinity. If true, this “star tree paradox” is a real concern; it suggests that posterior probabilities on trees with short internal branches may regularly generate inflated confidence in incorrect or uncertain phylogenies, leading to frequent inferences of incorrect evolutionary relationships and increasingly pathological behavior as more data are analyzed.

The prediction that posterior probabilities would become more problematic as sequence length grows has not been directly tested, however. Both LHH and YR examined too few sequence lengths to establish a general trend, and neither explicitly examined how MCMC methods would perform with infinite data. Further, neither study investigated whether at any sequence length high posterior probabilities are observed more often than they should be. Here we use simulation experiments to test the predictions associated with the star tree paradox.

If posterior probabilities become increasingly unpredictable as sequence length increases, then the variance in the posterior probability of a particular resolved tree over replicate data sets should increase as \( N \) grows. We tested this prediction by simulating alignments of various lengths on a 4-taxon star tree using conditions similar to those examined by LHH and YR and estimating the posterior probability of a resolved phylogeny using MrBayes v3.1, which does not sample unresolved trees. We found that the mean posterior probability is always close to 1/3 (fig. 1A), and—it after an initial increase—the variance remains stable with increasing sequence length (fig. 1B). When \( N \leq 10 \), the variance in posterior probability is close to zero because a resolved tree can only be supported by convergent substitutions on at least two branches; in very small data sets, such low-probability patterns usually do not occur at all. Once sequences are long enough for convergent patterns to appear, however, there is no increase in variance with the amount of data analyzed.
The apparent increase in earlier studies was due to a failure to examine enough sequence lengths to distinguish between a long-term trend and the initial increase due to near-zero variance at extremely short sequence lengths.

Both LHH and YR noticed that, when moderate or long sequences are simulated on a 4-taxon star tree, “disappointingly high” posterior probabilities were occasionally observed, in contrast to very short sequences, for which posterior probabilities were always close to 1/3. The occasional presence of high posterior probabilities is not in itself reason for concern. Although a star tree is expected to generate equal frequencies of state patterns that support each of the 3 trees, stochastic variation with finite data sets causes pattern frequencies to deviate from expectation, leading to spurious support for one tree or another. Usually the stochastic deviation is small, but infrequently it will be larger. Unequal pattern frequencies also occur when the true tree is resolved, producing phylogenetic signal. The purpose of posterior probabilities is to help distinguish these possibilities by expressing the probability that some resolved tree is true given the data. If a method is to have any power to detect a resolved phylogeny when it is true, high posterior probabilities must occur occasionally when finite data are generated on the star tree. The crucial question is whether they occur more often than they should, leading to a high rate of erroneous inferences—an issue not addressed by LHH or YR.

If the posterior probability of a tree accurately estimates the probability that the tree is the true tree (which it has been shown to do when the true tree is resolved, provided the model and priors are correctly specified [Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004; Yang and Rannala 2005]), a hypothesis with posterior probability 0.95 should have a 0.05 chance of being false, and a group of hypotheses with posterior probability 0.95 should contain 5% incorrect trees. Though unconventional in a Bayesian framework, the use of a decision rule that accepts a phylogenetic hypothesis only if it has posterior probability >0.95 should therefore result in a long-run type I error rate <0.05 if posterior probabilities accurately measure the frequentist probability that a tree is correct. We tested whether use of current MCMC implementations leads to high rates of type I error by simulating replicate sequence alignments on various unresolved trees and observing the proportion of resolved trees with posterior probabilities greater than various cutoff values. Resolved trees with support greater than cutoffs of 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99 were considered type I errors (Swofford et al. 2001), and observed error rates were compared to maximum error rates expected if posterior probabilities are accurate estimators that a tree is true (0.10, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively). We found that type I error rates were lower than the maximum acceptable for all sequence lengths and thresholds used, whether terminal branch lengths were equal or in the more challenging...
Felsenstein zone and whether data were generated using simple or complex evolutionary models (fig. 2A).

To determine if type I error rates remain low when larger phylogenies are analyzed, we simulated data using a 10-taxon star tree with long terminal branches (0.5 substitutions/site), analyzed these data using MrBayes, and assessed the frequency with which incorrectly resolved phylogenetic hypotheses were strongly supported. First, we found that no fully resolved trees were supported with posterior probability >0.9 when data were generated on a large star tree (not shown). Posterior probabilities are typically not reported on an entire tree, however; more commonly, posterior probabilities are reported on individual clades by summarizing over all sampled trees. Recent concerns have been raised that this practice may introduce a bias in posterior probability estimates because the typical assumption of flat priors over trees places higher prior probability on clades with either few or many taxa (Pickett and Randle 2005). We found that when posterior probabilities are summarized on individual clades—with each clade being considered an independent hypothesis—type I error rates are very low (fig. 2A). Even if a single strongly supported clade per replicate is considered a type I error—an extremely conservative measure of type I error rate—the rate of erroneous inferences is still less than maximally acceptable at all posterior probability cutoffs examined. Taken together, the results of our type I error analyses indicate that current MCMC implementations do not frequently produce excessive confidence in falsely resolved hypotheses when data are generated on a star tree, even though the true phylogeny is never explicitly considered.

Contrary to the prediction that posterior probabilities would become increasingly unreliable as sequence length increases, we found that type I error rates fall with increasing sequence length (fig. 2B). As observed with the variance in posterior probabilities, the trend in type I error with sequence length is not monotonic. With extremely short sequences (N ≤ 10), the error rate is close to zero, presumably due to the lack of any convergent state patterns. The rate of type I error then increases with sequence length as convergent patterns begin to occur, peaking at moderately short lengths (N = 100–1,000) and then falling as sampling error becomes less important with longer sequences. Even when type I error rates are at their maximum, posterior probabilities never produce strong support for incorrectly resolved phylogenies more often than they should.

LHH and YR suggested that, as sequences generated on a star tree approach infinite length, we would like the inferred posterior probability of each possible resolved tree to become equal; however, they predicted that these posterior probabilities would become “completely unpredictable” over replicates. We tested this prediction by analyzing pseudo–data sets that possess the same characteristics as infinite data. With infinitely long sequences, the frequency of each possible character state pattern equals the expected frequency, and the variance in pattern frequencies among data sets is zero. To determine the posterior probabilities that would be inferred if infinite data were available, we generated pseudo–infinite data sets that do not deviate from expected character state pattern frequencies and estimated posterior probabilities from these data by MCMC without explicitly sampling the true unresolved tree. Specifically, we calculated the per-site likelihood of an infinite data set by calculating the expected pattern frequencies given the simulation conditions and modifying MrBayes to infer posterior probabilities given a list of patterns and their associated frequencies. When these ideal data were repeatedly analyzed, we observed a mean posterior probability of 0.333 for each possible tree (fig. 3A) and very little scatter about the mean (σ² = 1.2 × 10⁻⁴). From 200 replicates—100 with long terminal branches (0.5) and 100 with short terminals (0.05)—the maximum posterior probability observed for any resolved tree was 0.37. The small amount of variation observed among replicates appears to be due to stochastic
error in MCMC sampling: when longer runs are executed, posterior probabilities are even closer to 1/3 (fig. 3B, $\sigma^2 = 1.06 \times 10^{-3}$, maximum posterior probability = 0.34). These results indicate that posterior probabilities do produce equal support for all resolved trees in the infinite case ($P = 0.98$), which is the desired result. Analysis of ideal data sets does not indicate what will happen when very large data sets with some stochastic error are analyzed, but it does show that when infinite data are generated on a star tree, posterior probabilities are predictable, equally supporting each possible resolved tree.

LHH and YR both used a coin-flipping analogy to support their contention that posterior probabilities become increasingly unpredictable as sequence length grows. YR demonstrated that when the null hypothesis is true (i.e., the coin is fair), the expected frequency distribution of posterior probabilities for each “resolved” hypothesis (that the coin is biased one way or the other) is uniform. Although the distribution of posterior probabilities on phylogenetic trees is unknown, LHH and YR presented the coin-flipping result as evidence of pathological behavior when the null hypothesis is true but is not explicitly examined. In fact, this behavior is reassuring. The uniform frequency distribution implies that data leading to an inferred posterior probabilities is true but also when the true hypothesis is resolved—of each character state pattern ($f(x)$). The total per-site likelihood of the tree is the product of this partial likelihood over all possible resolved tree, to the frequency with which that pattern is expected to occur: $L(t|x) = P(x|t)^{f(x)}$. The total per-site likelihood of the tree is the product of this partial likelihood over all possible state patterns. Each ideal data set was analyzed 100 times to account for variation in Markov chain sampling. We calculated the mean posterior probability over all analyses and summarized over trees using MrBayes. In each case, observed type I error rates were compared with maximum acceptable values using a 1-sided $t$ test.

To examine the accuracy of posterior probabilities with infinite data, ideal pseudo–data sets with no stochastic error were analyzed. We calculated the expected frequency of each character state pattern ($f(x)$) under a 4-taxon star phylogeny with either long (0.5) or short (0.05) terminal branch lengths and the JC69 substitution model. We modified the source code of MrBayes v3.1 to estimate posterior probabilities given this vector of state pattern frequencies. The per-site likelihood of tree $t$ given any state pattern $x$ is calculated by raising the probability of the pattern, given the tree, to the frequency with which that pattern is expected to occur: $L(t|x) = P(x|t)^{f(x)}$. The total per-site likelihood of the tree is the product of this partial likelihood over all possible state patterns. Each ideal data set was analyzed 100 times to account for variation in Markov chain sampling. We calculated the mean posterior probability over all analyses and assessed deviation from expected support of 1/3 for each possible resolved tree using a $t$ test.
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